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Enviro concrete stain is a deep penetrating permanent water based stain. This stain is UV stable and will not 
fade in direct sunlight. It is ideal for interior or exterior applications. Enviro stains produce vibrant, long-lasting 

stains that enhance any concrete surfaces.

Enviro WaterBased 
Stain

Type:  Non-acid, polymer bonded concrete stains
Toxicity:  Low, Harmful if swallowed
VOCs: Low, less than 100 gm/L
Flammability:  Non- Flammable
Composition: Various UV Stable coloring agents in an 
aqueous penetrating polymer binder
Color:  Various
Odor:  Slightly pungent
Coverage:  250-300 square feet per gallon

•  UV Stable: Once dry and sealed, the enviro-stains remain stable and resistant to weather and sun light 
for years.
•  A wide range of colors: The enviro-stains at various dilutions and combinations can offer a multitude of 
colors and shades for any desired effect in beautifying plain concrete surfaces. This includes a true black and 
white
•  Ease of application: The stains cover up to 250-300 square feet per gallon.
•  Long shelf life: The enviro-stains can be stored in the original bottle for up to one year
• with no loss of intensity. 

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

The Enviro-Stains are applied to any clean, cured concrete surface or 
concrete overlay surface. Once dried and sealed, the various colors that 

are applied become a permanent part of the concrete with lasting beauty. 
Great indoors and outdoors!

PRODUCT USES

1. Clean the concrete surface to make sure it is free of any topical coatings, oil, grease or dirt stains. Use 
Cirta Pro or Super Blue according to the problem.
2. Apply the stain with a brush, sponge, or plastic sprayer in the color and technique of your choice. Do 
not over apply and do not allow the stain to puddle.
3. Allow the floor to dry thoroughly. Drying time will vary according to the surface conditions and humidity.
4. Apply Ez Seal or Ez-Seal+E sealer to enrich the color and protect the surface.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

*Coverage rates may vary depending on porosity, texture, application method 
and prior sealer application. Excess buildup should be avoided.
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Clean Up
Discard brush or application utensil in an appropriate manner, or clean thoroughly with 

soap and water before the product is dry. Dispose of according to local, state and federal 
regulations. 

Precautionary Statement
Wash hands thoroughly after handling. Do not eat, drink or smoke when using this product. 

Wear protective gloves/ protective clothing/ eye protection/ face protection. Take off 
contaminated clothing and wash before reuse. 

First Aid
 IF IN EYES: Immediately flood with water for 15 minutes, lifting both eyelids. If irritation 
persists, Get Medical Attention. 

IF SWALLOWED: Do not induce vomiting. Drink two glasses of water and Get Medical Help 
Immediately. 

IF ON SKIN: Wash with soap and water. Remove contaminated clothing and launder before 
reuse. If irritation develops, Get Medical Help. 

In Case of Fire
This Product is not flammable 
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